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“AUTUMN SEEMED TO ARRIVE
SUDDENLY THAT  YEAR.

THE MORNING
OF THE FIRST SEPTEMBER
WAS CRISP AND GOLDEN

AS AN APPLE.”

J.K. ROWLING
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~ Some Thoughts on Autumn Self Care ~ 

As passionate as I am about celebrating the seasons with my family, I always take time for my own private 
observations. These are very simple, yet satisfying, rituals that connect me with the turning of time and the 

unique beauty of each passing season. I certainly don’t do all of these things in any one given year, but 
keeping mindful of them lifts my spirits, and each week I look ahead at my schedule for ways I might 

squeeze in a little seasonal “me” time. 

Don’t let the darker days of fall get you down! Instead, brainstorm ideas for embracing the rhythm of 
nature and bringing warmth and light into your home - and your heart. What works for me might be very 

different from what appeals to you, but here are some of my favorite ideas. !  

Take special care as you pack away your spring/summer wardrobe. Launder any soiled 
clothes, and set aside items you no longer wear. (These can go in your holiday donation 

box.) Pack your out-of-season clothes in clean, sealed bins - but before closing up, tuck a 
sweet smelling sachet inside. Note on your next year’s calendar where you’ve stored these 
wardrobe bins! (Yes, I’ve forgotten this rather pertinent information before!) 

It’s time to assess your fall wardrobe! Make note of any necessary repairs or special 
laundering jobs. Organize potential outfits for autumn weather. This is a good time (if you 

have the time!) to clean out your closet and bureau drawers. It would be lovely to add pretty  
paper or fabric liners to your drawers, perhaps touched with a cozy autumn scent. 

Consider your current makeup collection. Throw out any expired products, and 
thoroughly clean out your makeup bag/bin. I like to add a new seasonal shade or two when I 

can - for ex. a deeper lipstick hue, a warmer eye shadow, or perhaps a fun autumnal nail color. 

Concoct some autumn-scented salts for your bath. If  you don’t have a tub, a foot bath is 
a simpler way to soothe weary soles on a brisk and busy autumn day. Purchase or make a 

new hand & foot lotion to nourish dryer autumn skin, and how about a new pair of slippers?  

Switch up your pocketbook for the new season. Clean out your summer purse and stow it 
away till next year. Go through your wallet and remove any clutter - outdated coupons, etc.! 

I like to add a few things to my “go-bag” in anticipation of autumn days ahead: vanilla lip balm, 
tissue pack, honey cough drops, a roller ball of my favorite fragrance, a notebook of gift ideas. 



 

Tea is so much more than a beverage to me - indeed, it’s an essential part of my daily 
rhythm. The very ritual of tea-making soothes and centers me, especially when my day is 

more hectic than I’d like. As autumn approaches - prime tea-drinking season in my book! - I like 
to go through my “tea stash” and set aside summery blends in favor of more autumnal brews. I 
do a vinegar-cleanse of my electric tea kettle and wipe out my milk frother. I replenish my honey, 
raw sugar, vanilla and lemon supply … I also dig out my favorite autumn mugs, and of course, I 
make sure to have homemade cocoa and mulling spices on hand! Because “taking tea,” to my  
mind, includes any hot, yummy beverage: mulled cider, sweet cocoa, steamed flavored milk, etc.! 

In anticipation of more time spent inside, I like to set  up baskets that inspire favorite past-
times: reading, journaling, crafting. What would you do if you had downtime to fill? Other 

than watch tv, or nap, I mean! (Let’s face it, our brains need rest and relaxation, too!) I love to 
paint wooden things and make little crafts using treasures found in nature: leaves, branches, 
acorns, dried flowers and herbs. I often craft with my children but I do like to keep my stash of 
supplies somewhat protected - so I use a prettily patterned, lidded box for storing “mama’s” 
autumn craft supplies. Other baskets hold my current reading selections and journaling items. 

Another nice autumn basket would be geared toward keeping correspondence. Writing 
letters  is something we do far less often than did previous generations, but years ago it was 

a vital part of human life and family connections. Consider how precious saved letters are to 
loved ones … handwriting is unique and special, a part of who we are. Arrange some pretty 
notecards and stationary in a basket - along with some occasion cards for upcoming birthdays 
and holidays. Add favorite pens and maybe some stickers, in seasonal motifs. Visit the post-
office for unique stamps meant especially for your own letter-writing. Update your address 
book, and as you do, think about who might enjoy hearing from you. Now, set a weekly time for 
sitting down and attending to your personal correspondence! (p.s. I use a pretty clothespin to 
hold any incoming mail in my basket.) 

Plan autumn excursions that are meaningful to you - picking apples at the orchard, 
selecting seasonal veggies at the farmer’s market, perusing the library for new reads or 

exploring a local museum. It’s hard to find time for “extra” outings, but a regular weekly walk 
around your neighborhood is a wonderful way to celebrate a season! Tune into subtle changes 
in nature - the way the air feels and smells, the change in light. Take your camera and capture the 
beauty of the season - to share on social media or simply in the pages of your journal!



Apple Picking …

Autumn Equinox …

First Frost …

Leaf Peeping …

Michaelmas …

All Hallow’s Eve …

Celebrating the Season at Home Early Autumn Seasonal Events



“IF A YEAR WAS TUCKED INSIDE A CLOCK,
THEN AUTUMN WOULD BE

THE MAGIC HOUR.”

VICTORIA ERICKSON
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“AUTUMN IS THE SEASON TO FIND
CONTENTMENT AT HOME

BY PAYING ATTENTION TO
WHAT WE ALREADY HAVE.”

UNKNOWN
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